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Level 2 German, 2017
91123 Demonstrate understanding of a variety of spoken 

German texts on familiar matters

9.30 a.m. Thursday 23 November 2017 
Credits: Five

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate understanding of a variety 
of spoken German texts on familiar 
matters.

Demonstrate clear understanding of 
a variety of spoken German texts on 
familiar matters.

Demonstrate thorough understanding 
of a variety of spoken German texts on 
familiar matters.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

Listen to THREE passages. You will hear EACH passage THREE times:
• The first time, you will hear the passage as a whole.
• The second and third times, you will hear the passage in sections, with a pause after each.
• As you listen, you may make notes in the LISTENING NOTES boxes provided.
• Before each passage begins, you will have 30 seconds per question to preview the questions.
• At the end of each passage, you will have time to review your answers.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

Answer each question in your choice of English, te reo Māori, and / or German. If you need more room 
for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–15 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.

ASSESSOR’S USE ONLY

TOTAL
Merit

17

No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.
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FIRST PASSAGE: Ein YouTube-Star werden/Becoming a YouTube star 

Listen to an interview with Luca, who has his own Minecraft YouTube channel. Question One is 
based on this passage. Use the information you hear to answer the question in your choice of 
English, te reo Maori, and/or German. Turn the page to see all parts of the question, and extra 
space for Listening Notes. You now have 30 seconds to read the question. 

Glossed vocabulary 

der Kanal 

erschaffen 

LISTENING NOTES 

Section 1 

Section 2 

channel 

to create 

das Autogramm

verfolgen 

German 91123, 2017 

autograph 

to follow 
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QUESTION ONE 

(a) Why does Luca call himself "ConCrafter'' on YouTube? Select evidence from Section 1 of the
passage to support your answer.
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(b) According to Luca, what makes Minecraft better than other games? Select evidence from
Section 2 of the passage to support your answer.
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German 91123, 2017 

Question One continues 

on page 5 

.. 

Much of the detail for this part has not been understood - except for the fact that "the user name crafter was already taken".

Text Box
The answer to this section of what makes Minecraft better than other games shows a much greater understanding with a detailed answer having been given .
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(c) To what extent does Luca's fame affect him? Select evidence from Section 3 of the passage
to support your answer.
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(d) What does he think is inappropriate to post on his channel, and why? Select evidence from
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Text Box
This answer also shows a very solid understanding of the text. Cologne could have been mentioned instead of "urban areas in Germany" as well as how he feels about the fans' attention - he likes the attention in Cologne but finds the stalking really stupid.

Text Box
Most of the detail has been understood about what is inappropriate and the reasons why.
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SECOND PASSAGE: Eine Dusche kann das totale Gliick sein 

A shower can be complete happiness 

Listen to an interview with Christine Thurmer, who previously worked as a consultant and is now 
an outdoor enthusiast. Question Two is based on this passage. Use the information you hear to 
answer the question in your choice of English, te reo Maori, and/or German. Turn the page to see 
all parts of the question, and extra space for Listening Notes. You now have 30 seconds to read 
the question. 

Glossed vocabulary 

zum N achdenken bringen 

LISTENING NOTES 

Section 1 

Section 2 

to provoke thought 
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QUESTION TWO 

(a) What is Christine Thurmer enjoying in Berlin during her break from hiking? Select evidence
from Se · 1 of the passage to support your answer.
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(b) Explain why she took up hiking. Select evidence from Section 2 of the passage to support
your answ . �s 
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Question Two continues 
on page 9 
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Text Box
A lot of this detail doesn't answer the question of "what is she enjoying in Berlin" and should have been left out.

Text Box
This answer shows a detailed overview of her reasons for taking up hiking but it is not thorough enough for a higher grade.- the hiking in her holidays were a lot of fun- she lost her job a few days before Christmas- her close friend became sick and then died
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How does Christine plan, and manage money for her hikes? Select evidence from Section 3 
of the passa e to support your answer. l-i•'s r,,u�s 
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Text Box
As with the other section, the candidate gives a detailed overview of the planning but not a thorough explanation. It could have been mentioned: the budget of 1000 Euro which covers everything including the flights; she earns money from her book; because she gave up the apartment she now rents a cheap room when in Berlin.

Text Box
Other details that could have been mentioned: - the euphoric moments occur once or twice a day- she not only makes herself comfortable in her tent, but she is tired at nightThe last sentence misses the point that what is essential is not minding being on your own, since when hiking you are away for a long time and often on your own.
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THIRD PASSAGE: Diskussionen sind hier normal 

Discussions are normal here 
. 

Listen to Lily, a Sociology PhD student, talk about her decision to study in Germany rather than in 

her homeland of China. Question Three is based on this passage. Use the information you hear to 

answer the question in your choice of English, te reo Maori, and/or German. Turn the page to see 
all parts of the question, and extra space for Listening Notes. You now have 30 seconds to read 

the question. 

Glossed vocabulary 

deutlicher 

unterscheiden 

gleichberechtigt 

Section 2 

clearer 

to differ 

equal 

hinterfragen 

die Vorlesung 
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lecture 
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QUESTION THREE 

(a) What factors influenced Lily's decision to go to Germany? Select evidence from Section 1 of
the assa e art your answer.
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(b) According to Lily, what are the differences between studying in China and studying in
,--.......:::;rmany? Select evidence from Section 2 of the passage to support your answer. 
ldk 
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Question Three continues 
on page 13 
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Text Box
Only one reason given for the decision - the candidate could also have mentioned:- her German teacher's enthusiasm for Heidelberg- the text in her bookAlso details added that are incorrect, e.g. that Lily was going to move to Germany and permanently live there.

Text Box
More details are given in response to this question.It could also have been mentioned that in Germany students give their honest opinions; in China the students have little freedom in choosing their courses whereas in Germany the students can decide a lot for themselves.
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(c) Do you think Lily will stay in Germany, or go back to China? Explain your reasoning. Select

evidence from Section 3 of the passage to support our ans r.
-..ew
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Text Box
The information given here is accurate but lacks the detail and thorough description needed for a higher grade, - what is more likely is to get a job as a professor (not to qualify as one)- it will be exciting to apply her German experiences
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Subject: Level 2 German Standard: 91123 Total score: 17 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 E7 

The candidate has shown a thorough understanding of why Minecraft is 

better than other games, how he is affected by fame and what is 

inappropriate to post on his channel. The answer to part (a) is the 

reason why this would not have been an E8. 

2 M5 

The candidate has shown a clear understanding but is lacking detail as 

outlined by the annotations. For a higher grade further supporting detail 

needed to be given. 

3 M5 

As with the response given for Question 2, the candidate has shown 

clear understanding but is lacking detail as outlined by the annotations. 

For a higher grade, further supporting detail needed to be given. 




